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											Economy3 seconds ago
										

										TX farmers fight to block USDA from using race in distributing farm aid

										“When natural disasters strike, they don’t discriminate based on race and sex. Neither should the Department of Agriculture.” That’s the...
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															Middle East3 hours ago
														

														‘Iranian elements’ Suspected of Sending Funeral Flowers to Mock Gaza Hostage Family
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														DOJ won’t hand over Biden’s audio interview with special counsel Hur
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														Study finds harmful levels of ‘forever chemicals’ in popular bandage brands
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											Immigration1 day ago
										

										Overdose death in IN apartment building leads officers to 13 migrants, mostly children, in basement squalor

										13 illegal aliens — most of them children — were reportedly living in an apartment building basement in Indiana, only found...
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														State Department Officials testified they had to create Afghanistan withdrawal plans from scratch
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														MN far-left Council drives Uber, Lyft out of city; considering tax dollars to fund small business rideshare companies
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														GOP House leaders send letter to Mayorkas demanding answers on known terrorists released into U.S.
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														CO community threatens $1k fine per passenger, seize buses dropping off illegals
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														Boeing insider explains how ‘DEI has undermined company culture and degraded performance’
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														Biden admin considers taking Houthis off terrorist list if they stop…being terrorists
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												Migrant ‘crime ring’ goes after high-end homes in pro-Biden county
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												Biden Administration Continuing to Isolate Israel
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												Biden’s FCC wants to bring back Obama-era ‘net neutrality’
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												Migrant who encouraged illegals to steal homes in U.S. using squatters’ rights under investigation for firearms charges
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													China6 days ago
												

												Number of illegal migrants from China, mostly single males, surpassing those from Mexico in some areas
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														Immigration4 days ago
													

																											GOP House leaders send letter to Mayorkas demanding answers on known terrorists released into U.S.

																										U.S. Representatives Mark Green, R-Tenn., August Pfluger, R-Texas, and Clay Higgins, R-Louisiana, sent a letter Wednesday to Department of Homeland...
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															Number of illegal migrants from China, mostly single males, surpassing those from Mexico in some areas
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															Migrant ‘crime ring’ goes after high-end homes in pro-Biden county
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																Economy1 week ago
															

															Video: Denver Mayor’s Political Director tells migrants to leave the state, ‘the opportunities are over’
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														Economy4 days ago
													

																											MN far-left Council drives Uber, Lyft out of city; considering tax dollars to fund small business rideshare companies

																										A new local law from the far-left Minneapolis City Council which increased mandated pay rates for rideshare drivers is driving Uber and...
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															Video: Denver Mayor’s Political Director tells migrants to leave the state, ‘the opportunities are over’
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																Healthcare2 weeks ago
															

															Biden admin announces new AI regulations for intelligence agencies, such as ‘to demonstrate that AI does not produce racially biased diagnoses’
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																Economy2 weeks ago
															

															Report:  Border crisis has ‘completely upended’ Census Bureau’s population stats
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																																			International4 days ago
																																	

																State Department Officials testified they had to create Afghanistan withdrawal plans from scratch

																Transcripts of interviews from three top State Department officials with the House Foreign Affairs Committee explain they were rushed to Afghanistan with virtually no time to prepare for...
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																																			Nation5 days ago
																																	

																Boeing insider explains how ‘DEI has undermined company culture and degraded performance’

																  The Boeing industry has been deteriorating and one company insider is certain the diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) policies are to blame. Journalist Chris Rufo...
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																																			International5 days ago
																																	

																Biden admin considers taking Houthis off terrorist list if they stop…being terrorists

																The Biden administration has a curious idea on how to deal with terrorists: stop calling them ‘terrorists’ and then in return, they will stop being terrorists....
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